The Viral Code
If I told you that one man using the same information that you are about to learn here
in The Viral Code was generating hundreds of thousands of dollars a month from
just one website and that he also went on to sell that same ONE website around 2
years later for a staggering $100 MILLION what would you say?
Well, put any doubts and skepticism away because it is true.
I shall talk about this man shortly but first let me tell you what is at the heart of the
Viral Code.
Simple Fun & Entertaining Websites.
Simple easy to build websites which share fun and entertaining content often curated
from other online sources. These are what I call Viral Websites.
Viral websites can be profitable, and when I say profitable I mean VERY profitable.
You might be asking what is a viral website and how does it make money?
A viral website doesn’t actually sell any physical products, (they can do, mine did but
more about that later) it is just a website designed for entertainment.
If you have ever heard of Viral Nova then you have probably read one or two of their
posts circling social media. They were interesting and entertaining articles cleverly
written with click-curious headlines and shared on social media platforms like Facebook
and Twitter.
The articles on Viral Nova were designed to get people curious enough to click through
to read the articles on the website.
Well I am sure that you would be interested to know that it is believed that Viral Nova
was generating around $800,000 per month at its peak and here is the important thing,
that website did not sell anything physical. No products or services, it generated money
from advertising networks like Google AdSense and Taboola.
Can you believe that Viral Nova was generating over half a million dollars each month
from just showing adverts?
Well it's true, which is why it’s owner Scott DeLong was able to sell it for a
staggering $100 million.
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Can you believe that a website which sold no products or services and only shared
interesting, fun and entertaining articles - which it sourced from other websites - sold
for $100 million?
And more importantly; did you know that you can start your own viral website for less
than £90?
Technically these types of sites sell leads, they give advertising networks potential
customers. I prefer to think that they sell eyes, their main purpose is to get as many
eyes seeing the adverts as possible.
Scott locked himself away in his room and spent around 16 hours a day creating
content which he then shared on social media. As the website grew he hired a couple of
overseas writers to make more content for him.
You would think that a site which was generating hundreds of thousands of dollars each
month would have a huge number of staff but there was probably no more than 3 or 4
people working on Viral Nova when it was sold for $100 million.
Viral Nova spawned loads of copycat websites all generating money but here is the
important thing, Viral Nova was not the first fun website making money from showing
adverts nor will it be the last.
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There are so many to mention but you might have heard of websites like Bored Panda,
Buzz Feed, Wunderground or the Onion.

Bored Panda and Buzz Feed are basic interest websites, they are full of interesting
articles such as art, life hacks, cooking, travel destinations etc whereas the Onion is a
satire website poking fun at the world and the stories in the news. Wunderground Music
is a fun dance music website poking fun at the world of the underground dance music
scene.
Both types of websites are fun and interesting to the reader. Both can generate natural
shares on social media. I am always seeing articles from those sites being shared on
Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus.
John Harrison of Streetwise has his own satire website which has a geo-specific niche
slant to it called the Rotherham Bugle.
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He pokes fun at the national news as well as the people and the community he lives in.
His website has gained a lot of traction with his satirical posts being shared on big
websites around the world such as a Donald Trump supporting republican website in
Los Angeles, a socialist political site in Sydney, Australia, a site for vaping enthusiasts
in South Africa, and the forum of the New Orleans Saints American football team, to
name just a few
Now you might be thinking that to run a website like those already mentioned will cost
a lot of money. That simply is not true. Setting one up can be cheap as chips, especially
when you compare the set up costs to setting up an offline business or buying a
franchise.
The entry fee to a fun viral website business is very low. Anyone can set a website up
and start creating and sharing content for less than £90. I have a three websites on a
hosting account which costs me as little as £0.50 per day. That price includes the
hosting cost for a year and the domain registrations. Those three sites earn on average
£3-4 each day and I do very little with them.
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(Remember: this is a screenshot of money earned from posts created 2-3 years ago
with little or no new social media sharing... what could an active website produce?)
99+% of the content was written several years ago but because of the social media
shares they had all those years ago those sites still get nearly 20,000 visitors each
month. I have only recently started to add a few new articles to them and share posts
to help re-grow them. Other than that they are old and they are still earning money.
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More money than what I would have earned as interest if I had put the money into a
bank. Can you tell me of any banks or building societies which will pay you £3-4 back
when you deposit just 50 pence?
With a few shares on social media of old posts I can sometimes push the earnings up to
£8 a day. As the sites grow again so will the earnings. As I write this I have already
earned £106 this month and there is still 5 days to go before the month ends. In two
months these websites will have earned more than it costs to run them for a year.
Meaning that I will have 10 months clear profit as long as I don’t need to spend any
money on maintenance or increasing the hosting fees.
Remember, these sites have not been actively promoted or worked on for several years
until now. Not only are they earning me money each month, they are an asset. As they
are earning, have a good earning history (at their peak they were earning several
thousand dollars) and have a lot of social media links they are saleable assets.
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Someone somewhere will happily buy them off me if I wanted to sell them. There are
people who make good money selling websites which they have grown in a relatively
short period of time. That is their job, they build a new site, fill it with content,
monetise it, share the content and send traffic to it making it generate money then
they sell them once they are shown to be profitable and consistently doing well. You
will learn more about this later and in the video Building Websites To sell in the video
tutorial section.
If that sounds like hard work then let me tell you that nothing could be further from the
truth. Building websites today is one of the easiest things anyone can do… when you
know how.
To build a profitable viral fun website does not require much in the way of technical
ability. You do not need to know HTML or Javascript or any other kind of coding. Some
of the biggest and best most profitable websites use a readymade plug in and play
system called WordPress.
WordPress is a content management system and is incredibly easy to use once you
have got used to the basics. And the basics really are simple and you will learn how to
master the WordPress basics and much more in the video tutorials in this course.
Viral websites focus on content which will get shared. That is the whole idea of them.
You could build a website focusing on toads and frogs if that is what you are into but
the articles may not get shared much however if you created a viral fun website and
wrote an article Teenage Raver Pinballs Naked Off Cars In Manchester After
Overdosing On Toad Skin Saliva During Massive Toad Licking Binge then there is
a greater chance that your article would get shared by one or two people.
A profitable viral website shares content which is deemed as very funny, interesting
shocking, controversial or very informative. It needs to appeal to a broad range of
people or a large audience of dedicated fans.
Going back to the example of toads, I imagine that the amount of people who love
exotic toads is a lot less than those who love cockapoo puppies. A post with pictures of
cockapoo puppies will get shared a lot more than a post full of toads.
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A viral website has only one main objective and that is to get as many visitors as it can.
They need as many people to see the advertising as possible, this is how they make
their money. Advertising revenue is earned in two main ways.
1. When people click on an advert.
2. Page impressions.
There are other ways which I will explain later but for most viral websites they use
mainly two specific types of advertising networks and that means that they earn money
when an advert is clicked or when adverts have been shown a specific amount of times.

How To Make Money On A Viral Website (& Other Websites)
Google AdSense
Google have two separate advertising networks. One for publishers and one for
advertisers.
Google AdWords is the advertisers network where companies pay Google to show
adverts of their products via their products such as the search results pages and their
AdSense network.
Google AdSense is the publisher network which is where website owners show the
adverts from the AdWords network on their websites. They are then compensated when
adverts are either clicked or have been shown thousands of times.
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When someone clicks on and advert you get paid a percentage of the money which the
advertiser pays the network. The money that you earn varies from advert to advert due
to the amount the publisher is paying.
So for example; if a company was paying £1 to Google AdWords when their advert for
dog food was clicked, you would earn a percentage of that via Google’s AdSense
system. So let’s say that you earned £0.50 for that click.
If you had an advert showing holiday villa lets in Ibiza which is a high ticket item where
the advertiser was paying £10 to Google AdWords when the advert was clicked, you as
the publisher (website owner where the advert was shown and clicked on) would be
paid several pounds through the Google AdSense system.
This is called CPC - Cost Per Click.
When there has been a thousand advert impressions you also get paid a small
commission. This time it will be only a few pennies as there has been no other action
other than the adverts being shown.
If you have thousands of visitors daily then you can soon rack up a large amount of
page impressions which will earn you money.
This is called CPM - Cost Per Mille (Thousand in Latin, French and Italian)
So that is it mainly, you drive traffic to your website where you make money from third
party advertising on your site through either clicks or impressions.
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The great thing about Google AdSense is that adverts are either matched to the
website content or tailored specifically to the person looking at your website using their
search history and location. Someone in the UK will be shown a UK advert and
someone in the States will see an advert suited to them.
With AdSense you get paid for impressions of adverts and you get paid for the click
which means that you can get paid for many accidental clicks too. This is where a lot of
the money earned by viral websites can come from.

The Great Accidental Click-troversy
Today, most people view websites on smartphones or tablets, especially if they have
been checking their social media profiles like Facebook. If they see something they like
and click through to another website they are busy scrolling and tapping away with
their fingers using very touch sensitive touch screens.
People only really scan the screens on their phones and impatiently tap what they think
are buttons. Websites look differently on mobile phones and tablets too so all of this
haste, impatience and misleading adverts which look like navigation buttons causes
many accidental clicks which is a big bonus for you.
Google AdSense will sometimes take money away and cancel a click if it believes it was
accidental or possibly fraudulent but on the whole they do pay up for accidental clicks. I
am not sure how they determine it, maybe they can tell how fast an advert clicker
closes down the destination site once they have realised that they didn’t want to leave
the website showing the advert.
You cannot actively encourage people to click on the adverts showing on your websites
as that is fraudulent behaviour and will get your account closed with a lifetime ban from
the network however, placing specific adverts in strategic places will get you innocent
accidental clicks which will generate you more money.
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Google do a set of adverts which are TEXT only and they often come with an arrow
looking graphic which can very easily be mistaken for a navigation button which is just
perfect if you have an article which is set over several pages like a picture gallery.

Google will penalise you if you build a website which causes confusion and leads to
people clicking on their adverts accidentally but - and this is the bit that baffles me Google design adverts which have a graphic that looks just like a navigation button.
You cannot design your navigation buttons to look like the Google ad arrows but you
can place those adverts so that they themselves cause confusion and accidental clicks.
Naughty Google, bad Google… thank you Google.
Place a TEXT only advert between the image/article content and the navigation button
leading to the next image/information and you will get accidental clicks.

That is all you need to do. Nothing more and nothing less. To start with you can only
place three adverts per page. Once you earn the big bucks Google AdSense team will
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contact you and allow you to place up to five on a page but for now only focus on
having three adverts per page.
If you are using WordPress then you will probably add an advert into a sidebar or into
the header which will show on every page/post throughout the website so when you
create a new post or page you add only two adverts within your content.
There are plugins which will automatically add the adverts to your posts which is great
but I prefer to add mine manually using shortcode as this allows me to add them
specifically where I want them which is important when using picture galleries and
articles spread over several pages.

Using shortcode allows you to place an advert between the content and navigation
buttons, the perfect spot for fast accidental clicks.

Other Advertising Networks
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Taboola and Content.ad are other networks which work on a similar system. I
currently use Content.ad as it is easier to get an account than Taboola.
Taboola require that your website has a lot of monthly visitors before you can have an
account, we had the numbers and set up an account but we didn't earn as much as we
did compared to when we used Content.ad. Content ad don't require the high levels of
website traffic to open an account so you should be able to open one up pretty easily.
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(Remember: this is a screenshot of money earned from posts created 2-3 years ago
with little or no new social media sharing... what could an active website produce?)
These networks have widgets which you add to your website which show other fun and
curious click-bait style articles.
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They tempt people to click through to the websites and when someone does click
through to an article you get paid. The down side is that you also lose traffic taking
away the possibility that people go through more of your site racking up more AdSense
page impressions.
Some of these networks may not pay for impressions but they do pay out on clicks and
some of the adverts can be CPA’s (Cost Per Action)meaning that you can get a higher
payout. Once we were paid £30 for one advert click because someone bought a product
through an advert which was promoted by the Content.ad network.
Personally I stay away from CPA offers, they can generate good money for some
affiliate marketers but they are often very geo specific (meaning an advert for a US
audience is useless for a UK audience) and hard to earn from unless you know what
you are doing. People have to do something i n order for you to earn money such as
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sign up for a magazine subscription or hand over email details for an offer and a lot of
people don’t want to do that even if they have clicked on the advert.

Promoting SunFrog T-Shirts
SunFrog is an American company which prints and sells clothing specifically T-shirts.
SunFrog allows you to be an affiliate selling their T-shirts and/or an artist designing
your own T-shirts sold through their system.

What is really great about SunFrog is that they do everything for you, they host the
T-shirt designs on their website, they print the T-shirts, they process the sales
payments, they post the T-shirts and then they pay you your share.
As you can see in the image above. they also do other products now like mugs,
leggings and even posters.
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(Above is a T-Shirt I designed which you will see has had a few sales over the last few
months. Most of the sales are from other people's promotions instead of mine. And I
have several T-Shirt designs on SunFrog.)
All you need to do is advertise their products and you get an affiliate commission. And
it is a good commission too, around 40% for the base rate selling 0-15 units daily. If
you sell over 25 units a day you will be award a 50% commission.
A T-shirt sale can earn you between $5-$7 depending on what the sale price is. Hoodies
can earn you more. Plus you get a commission on any sales which are made by anyone
who visits their site through your link.
So if someone clicked on a link for a Superheroes T-shirt on your website but didn’t
buy that T-shirt but bought a yoga T-shirt and a pet related T-shirt instead you will
earn commissions for both sales because they were taken to SunFrog by your unique
affiliate link.

The other great thing about SunFrog is that it is easy to join, anyone can join and it
only takes a few minutes to add a T-shirt to your website posts.
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I am not saying that T-shirts sell brilliantly well but I was selling quite a few through
my websites and one month I nearly hit $1k in just T-shirt sales alone. I had a lot of
traffic that month and you do need a lot of traffic to sell T-shirts but it only takes a few
to boost your website earnings. It only takes a few minutes to add a T-shirt to your
post and if you sell 10 or 20 over the year it is time well spent in my opinion. But I can
tell you that it is possible to sell 10 or more in a month, I have done it.

Designing Your Own T-Shirts
If you design your own T-shirts then you have a potential army of affiliates willing to
advertise your products for you. There is no time limit or amount targets for T-Shirts,
once you have listed a design it is online until you take it down meaning that you have
a sell-able asset online for years.
These are a few of the T-shirts I designed which have been sold by other people. I may
not get much as a designer but it is still money in my pocket and every now and then I
get another sale.
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The downside to being a designer is that you earn less, it used to be 5.5% - roughly
$1.21 for every T-shirt sold by someone else and if you promote your own designs you
earn an affiliate commission and an artist's commission but it is slightly lower as you
will see in the image above (Not My Monkeys pic) where I sold 3 T-shirts one being my
own with a commission of $0.91.
But there is some good news... SunFrog have upped their designer commission rate to
attract quality designers and clear out those who were violating Copyright Laws so the
new designer rate is 10%.
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A little sneaky tip, if you set up two accounts, one in your name where you upload your
own designs and another as an affiliate seller in the name of a close family member you
can promote your own tees and earn more - only slightly though.
There are several places and ways to promote T-shirts on your website which you will
see in the course videos.

Amazon Affiliate
I won’t say too much about Amazon other than that you can join Amazon’s Associates
Programme to promote their products, you get 10% of anything you sell but selling
Amazon products is not easy especially on a viral fun website.
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The big Amazon affiliates make money selling high ticket items such as top of the range
TVs and electrical items and they do that via niche specific websites. Also it was hard to
cross sell products to people in different countries without having to join all of the other
Amazon websites. If you promoted an Amazon.com product using a link going to the
.com site but someone in the UK clicked through the link and chose to use the .co.uk
website then you would lose the affiliate commission.

Things are getting better as you will see in the first screenshot but for fun viral sites I
recommend that you stick with Google AdSense, SunFrog and Content.Ad however you
can try Amazon and it is worth experimenting with.

The Power Of Going Viral
Going viral is when an article, picture or video gets shared by a lot of people. When a
person sees something they enjoy they share it, when their friends and family see what
they have shared they may read or watch whatever was shared and if they enjoyed it
they too will share it and this starts a chain reaction.
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When things go viral they can REALLY go viral, before you know it your article, picture
or video is being seen by people all around the planet. If your post which is going viral
drives people back to your website where you show advertising then you can earn good
money, sometimes a lot of money as in the Viral Nova example.
So the aim is to create the best posts that you can so that they get shared more and
spread far and wide.
Once you have created a post it is important that you share it on all of your social
media channels and encourage others to do so. If you have little or no funds to boost
posts on Facebook or would rather grow your traffic for free you should consider
#hijacking (hashtag hijacking).
This can be pretty powerful especially on Twitter and Instagram. Instagram not so
much as you cannot link back to your site very well but with Twitter you can. The idea
of #hijacking is to create posts around trending topics and then share them with the
relevant hashtags.
For example, April the 23rd is Earth Day, it is a day where we focus on our beautiful
planet and try to be more conscious of our environment. Social media is full of pictures,
videos and articles about planet Earth and they will all carry the #EarthDay or
#EarthDay2018 hashtags.
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What this means is that any post carrying the #EarthDay hashtag will be added to a
conversation, a list of tweets which are all about Earth Day. People who are interested
in that conversation or topic will search Twitter - and Instagram and to a lesser extent
Facebook - using that hashtag to see posts focusing only on that topic.
So if you had created a post all about planet Earth, maybe some incredible pictures and
facts then shared it with those hashtags do you think you would get some extra traffic?
I think you would yes. That is the whole idea of hashtags, they help you sort out
relevant posts from the irrelevant ones so that you can focus on your chosen topic
more.
What would happen if you hijacked hashtags for controversial topics? Imagine doing an
anti Donald Trump post and sharing it with several Donald Trump hashtags.
Controversy sells.
If you read John’s report before reading this you will know of the story of the guy who
makes several thousand pounds ranting about political stories online. He was on
benefits without a job and now makes money creating viral content. It was the driving
factor which lead John to build his own fun website The Rotherham Bugle.
Just please be careful though not to hijack very serious issues with irrelevant or poorly
thought out humorous posts as it could backfire spectacularly. Twitter users can be
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very harsh and relentless in their condemnation and they could force you to close your
Twitter account and possibly ruin your website rep and business. It has happened
before.
So make sure that you think things through carefully. If a hashtag is about sexual
abuse, child abuse or something else very serious it is best to stay well clear unless you
can offer something that is equally serious and valid as a post.
Hashtag hijacking may be slower than using paid traffic but it is free and that is always
a good thing.
The biggest problem with sharing on social media is to get people to leave the platform
they are on and to visit your site. Not everyone does but you still get a lot of people
who will but the important thing to remember is that it is free to do, it costs you
nothing other than time to do. And to be fair it isn’t that time consuming either. There
are services and software which will help automate a lot of your social media sharing if
you wanted to go down that route.
The biggest motivator for people to leave a social media platform to visit your website
is the content you share and/or the headline you write. People are curious, if you can
give them something they would like to read, something they need to know all about
but without giving too much away curiosity will get the better of them and they will
click through to read.
The quality of the content is important. It has to be either brilliant or very entertaining.
When I say that I don’t want to scare you but you need to make it worthwhile for
people to visit your site and more important to share your posts.
Even the mildly entertaining posts can make money, people do find different things
interesting and will share posts they like so don’t worry thinking that you cannot create
good content. I have known posts which have nothing but YouTube videos on them
make money. It isn’t hard to make a video post using someone else's videos.
Let's not get too ahead of ourselves, first things first... get started! If I am making it
sound harder than it is I can assure you that it really isn't. With the video tutorials you
will see how seriously easy it is to build and manage a Viral Website. T
 o start simply:

Get the website set up - create the content - then share the hell
out of it.
It is important that you make it easy for people to share your content, stick those
Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and Google+ share buttons on each posts. These are
automatically added when you use specific themes or plugins. Once set up they are
there for people to use. Make sure you use them.
You need articles to be shared and linked to, that is how they go viral and send traffic
to your website.
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Want to know how to give your posts a viral boost? On the next page we talk about
Click Arbitrage, paying to send people to your monetised posts.

Click Arbitrage: What Is It And Should You Do It?
Click arbitrage is where you promote your content paying out for people to click
through adverts and links to your website and who then generate money when they
click on higher paying adverts on your site. You spend money to make money.
The idea is pretty simple; £$1 out : £$2+ in.

Facebook was and probably is still the best system to use for this. Using their
advertising system you pay to boost posts which you have shared on your Facebook
page which accompanies your website.
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One of the reason we had to use the Facebook advertising system is that they keep
playing around with their reach algorithm and unfortunately they do not show your
posts to many people. Even on your personal profile it is said roughly 35% of your
close friends and family only see the things you post.
On a Facebook page that number is a lot less. If you had 10,000 followers on your
Facebook page unfortunately that doesn’t mean that your posts will be seen by 10,000
people.
So to make sure that your posts are seen you need to pay for them to be placed in
front of the right people. The best thing is that you don’t just pay for your posts to be
shown to the people who follow your page, you pay for it to be shown to people who
would be interested in that post specifically.
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So for example, if you created a post which was full of funny yoga memes (pictures
with funny sayings written on them), like this
one http://coolsandfools.com/funny-yoga-1/ you would then post the link to your
Facebook page and then boost it using Facebook’s ad system. But you wouldn’t just
boost it to anyone, using Facebook’s targeting system you would target people who
have said that they do yoga, like yoga or have liked yoga Pages.
The post would be shown to those who are more likely to click on the post to see more.
It would be pointless to show it to people who had no interest in yoga but those who
do… many of them would be clicking through like a shot.
If your destination page was set up correctly then the traffic flowing to your site would
rack up page views generating AdSense money but they would also accidentally click on
AdSense adverts generating more money and some of them may also buy T-shirts
which you have added to your posts making you more money. Some might even click
on the Content.ad adverts which will generate money but will take them away from
your site.
Some people will carry on circling through your website looking at your other content
racking up more page views which is also good for you.
My friend who was doing the websites with me at that time would study all of the data
like crazy. He would test ads and do $5 tests to see if the boosted posts would go viral.
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Remember, people who liked your post will share that boosted posts which means you
get more shares for your money and your cost per click (which you pay to Facebook)
drops.
I cannot remember the exact amounts but at times we were paying $1 to Facebook for
an advert and the traffic from that advert was generating $10-20 back.
He would study the costs of each advert and how much money they were making.
Which is great when you have little money to work with and when you consider that
Facebook want paying weekly whereas Google AdSense pay out at the end of the
month for the month previous meaning that you could be waiting 30 days for your first
payment in.
If you started earning AdSense money in August and hit your minimum payment
threshold you would get paid at the end of September which is not brilliant.
It is important to know that cash flow can be an issue with this system and
you must monitor your spending carefully.
As for me, the only metric I was interested in was how much we were spending and
how much we were earning from specific articles. He would pause and stop ads if the
cost per click was going up even if it was still generating money. I on the other hand
only focused on how much the ad was costing and how much the destination post was
generating.
If you do try this method you need to really be focused and think carefully about what
you do. You see my mate was working on a limited budget at the time when he was
pausing profitable adverts but he was doing that so that he could put more money on
those adverts which were generating more money which makes sense.
But once we were established with more money in the bank and if we were spending $1
and only earning $2 back it was still a profitable advert to me. I would stop ads when
they were at break even or as soon as they were costing more than what they
generated. Sometimes I think people over complicate things, all I need to know is
whether my outgoing cost is more or less than what is coming in.
The downside to this is that not all adverts run well - in fact it might be only a small
percentage of adverts which go viral and generate insane amounts of money and so
there can be a lot of $5 test adverts being run and that can cost you quite a bit of
money with very little return. You should not lose track of what you are doing when
running adverts which are costing you money.
I cannot tell you whether you should try click arbitrage, you should only do what you
are comfortable doing and trying. All I can say is nothing ventured - nothing gained.
Ultimately though you must try out things for yourself… and only spend money which
you can comfortably afford to lose.
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If you are struggling to put food on the table due to lack of money then I suggest not
running ads and focus on getting free traffic to your site and focus on growing it up
naturally with great content.
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The Ups And Downs Of AdSense Income
It's important that you realise that AdSense income can drop at the start of the month,
if this happens to you do not panic. Not sure why but I imagine it is to do with the
companies running AdWord campaigns. They may work month to month and so when
the bill comes in or its time to check on results ad campaigns may be paused or new
ones started and so this may affect the kind of ads appearing on your website and the
income they generate.
Google AdSense themselves may be altering the CPC and CPM prices which could affect
your earnings. I myself suffered a drop of roughly 50% which really crashed the
earnings compared to the three previous months.
Drops in income can occur anytime and again this could be down to people changing
adverts or pausing campaigns so do not despair when the income of one week looks
awful compared to the previous week. Income will go up and down, it is the nature of
the business. One day you might get a spike of new traffic throwing the income up and
other days traffic numbers visiting the site may be very low due to a global heat wave
and everyone is outside having fun in the sun in their swimwear instead of surfing the
web.
Google may even do an algorithm update like the infamous Penguin update which really
change the search results. These updates can make or break certain websites,
especially those Amazon affiliate niche based websites which live off free search engine
traffic. An update can hit a website sending its position way down the search rankings
virtually killing off its income over night.
Fortunately fun viral websites don’t focus heavily on the search engine positions and
the free traffic from keywords. They are mainly social media based so those links
floating across the social media platforms still drive traffic to the sites, so Google
updates shouldn’t affect them too much… but they can have an effect.
There was a new update recently and my AdSense earnings dropped slightly, now the
dust is settling they are returning to normal
There are so many factors here to take into consideration so allow the daily, weekly
and monthly amounts of money earned from your website/websites to rollercoaster.

Creating Viral Content
There is an art to creating viral content but you will be pleased to know that it really
isn't that hard. As you will see in the video tutorials I look at several popular viral
content sites and the types of viral content they use. Much of it is nothing more than
curated content, taken from other sources.
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Articles are created by finding articles on other websites and re writing them in your
own way. Pictures are 'borrowed' and added to their own websites giving a source link
as a nod and thank you to the people they were taken from. Technically this is theft but
it is generally ok if done right.
Does that sound hard?
If you use other people's content and they wish to have you remove it they can contact
you via the email address you will provide on a DMCA Removal Request page on your
website. It's no big problem, I have only been asked to remove one post in all the
years I have been doing this.

Different Types Of Viral Content
There are four main types of viral content. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

List
Picture
Niche
Fun

I explain these in more detail in the video but the real object of a viral post is to
entertain or educate with the aim that people share your articles over their own social
media platforms driving other people to your website where hopefully they will help you
generate more money.
Posts that are written with titles which increase curiosity in people are best. Some
people call them click-bait but that is not true if the article itself delivers what is
hinted at in the title. Click-bait would have people visiting an article offering them
information about surviving a heart attack but only promote a product with no
information.
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Curious-click is where you offer up an article and hint at it in the title. The title makes
people curious to know more so they click through to read. For example:
I Cannot Believe What This Man Did Next When The Old Woman Fell Over.
This a title which would make people want to know what the man did actually do when
the old woman fell over. When people click through to the website they would find
either a series of pictures or a video showing exactly what the man did. This is not
click-bait, it is perfectly ok, it is curious-click working on people's curiosity and desire to
know what they are missing out on. This is not spamming people as you are not
misleading them. People are simply nosey by nature and they love to be entertained.
Creating your own content can be very easy, as I mentioned you can take content from
other websites, re write it in your own words and add to it to make it better and more
unique or you can simply come up with an idea and search Google or social media for
related images.
There is a third option which is even better if you can do it. Create your own from
scratch. Most of us carry a smartphone with us at all times. These phones are not just
mobile phones now, they are incredible hand held computers which even the crew of
the Starship Enterprise would be envious of.
They come with incredibly powerful cameras which have far better pixel and definition
quality than the actual digital camera I used to have a few years ago. Mine sits in my
pocket and I have it with me all day, every day.
You could easily make up great posts which are unique and never seen before by taking
pictures of the things around you like shop names and paper advertisements.

Here is a sneak preview of something I am working on.
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I won't say too much other than we have a chalkboard table and myself and my wife
leave messages for each other every now and then. I am of course documenting this as
it happens.
I once did a real big niche post using my phone's camera and my woodworking skills. I
created a garden bench from scaffold boards and an old bed head and photographed
everything I did making a huge step by step 'how to...' guide. It was an epic post which
got a lot of love on Pinterest.
Unfortunately that website no longer exists, I lost the post and all I have as a reminder
is this picture which was used on Pinterest.
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These are my photos.

Re Using Old Posts. The Longevity Of Your Content
It is important that you remember that the content which you have created and shared
can be shared again and again. Maybe not every week as that may cheese people off in
specific groups but give it 3-6 months or a year and then you can share the old posts
again in the same Facebook groups and Google+ communities. People come and go
and people forget so it’s possible that you are exposing a lot of new people to your
posts who missed them the first time around.
Old posts can be updated and re-posted or even better, they can be tweaked and
turned into new post. If you had created several posts with pictures of cats doing
specific things you might be able to take pictures from those previous posts and
amalgamate them into a newer post.
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Same old content + fresh new approach = new post.
As an example, a post about the 10 Worst Zombie Films Of All Time could be
re-written a few months later as the post Why You Should Avoid These 5 Zombie
Movies At All Costs and then in another few months you could use the other 5 films in
another posts The 5 Must See Cheesiest Zombie Films Ever - So Bad They Are
Brilliant!

(Word of warning though, Google Adsense asked me to remove my adverts from the
Zombie pranks post as they deemed it to violent and gory.... I kid you not! They don't
like violence and gore. What is even funnier is that the zombie pranks post had videos
from YouTube... which is owned by Google and had adverts on them already!!)
You already have the pictures and probably some written reasons as to why the 10
films are so bad so it wouldn’t be difficult to re-write them into new posts.
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Creating A Free Viral Wave Using Social Media
The object of viral posts is to get them shared across the web. The best way to start
this is by using the free-to-use social media platforms.
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Some people will tell you to focus on one or two whereas others will tell you to focus on
all of them. I personally say you should use as many as you can as long as you can and
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that you are not spreading yourself too thinly. If you are then I suggest that you focus
on one or two for a start.
Free social media networks are:

I tend to focus on Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus and Pinterest mainly.

Facebook
Sometimes Facebook is a hit and miss platform as they are always updating their
algorithms and forever changing the platform. What worked last year probably won’t be
working next year.
Facebook really pushed business pages which were great then they lowered the amount
of fans who could see your posts which was annoying as people had worked hard to
build up large followers of fans.

Now Facebook page owners have to boost posts for their own fans to see them which
is slightly annoying but… if you set your stall up right and monetise your destination
content it can still be very effective.
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If the post you boosted was directing people to an article on your website where you
had adverts and relevant T-Shirts then you should make money. Not always more than
what you paid, website articles and Facebook targeting has to be tested but when it
works it works like a dream.
The big Facebook pages like The Lad Bible and Fail Army are still using their pages and
sharing good content which is going viral so it is still a viable method and one I suggest
you try.
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Instagram is owned by Facebook and you can set your Facebook ads to show on
Instagram too.

Facebook groups is the new big thing. They are very popular and Facebook are focusing
on putting more group posts into people’s newsfeeds. Anyone can start a group and
you will find groups on all kind of topics.
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I would suggest starting a Facebook page for your website then maybe a group or two
based around specific topics like funny pics or zombies etc depending on what most of
your content is about and then work to grow them.
I certainly suggest that you join loads of groups so that you can share
your relevant content in them. But a word of warning, please engage in those
groups and chat to people otherwise you might get kicked out if all you do is go in now
and then and post links to your website and then disappear for months on end. It is all
about the engagement.
I once wrote a post about the Canadian band Rush, it took around an hour to create. I
curated facts about the band and several pictures then shared it in several groups
dedicated to the band Rush, rock music and rock music of the 1970’s &1980’s. It was
shared a couple of times over several months and it generated over $800. I am not
sure how much it has generated since I created it 3 years ago but I imagine it is well
over the $1000 mark without any new shares.
That was just one article shared in a few groups which I didn’t own. Imagine what a
whole website of articles could do over several years!

Google Plus
Google Plus was Google's attempt at Facebook. It's not as good in my opinion however
there are still a lot of people who use it and just like Facebook it does groups except
they call them communities. These communities are full of people sharing pictures and
information on all kinds of topics.
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These communities are great for sharing your posts into. They may not drive as much
traffic to your website as Facebook can but it is free and the people on Google Plus can
share your content, visit your website and do other important things like pin your
pictures on Pinterest which is always good.
Google Plus has it's own equivalent to Facebook Business Pages which can help with
branding. Create a free page, add your content to the page then share that to the
groups. It all helps and it also helps with link building. Google like social signals when
ranking websites in their search results and what is going to help than a lot of social
shares of links on their very own platform!
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Twitter
Twitter is great, it's free and you can build a large following. But more importantly your
posts can be re-tweeted and liked very easily. It is very easy to share posts on Twitter,
you can share pictures, videos and links and what is even better is that Twitter now
allows you to write more. Before they would only let you use 140 characters which was
never enough for the longer click-curious titles of posts but now it's no longer a
problem.

Please be warned though, Twitter has a very seedier side to it, I am sure you won't be
looking for it but some of the people you may follow might like that kind of stuff and
they may share pictures or videos of naked people doing ahhhem
*cough* naughty (fun) stuff. So don't be surprised if something you didn't want to see
lands in your newsfeed.
The big downside to Twitter is that the newsfeed is filled with every tweet and re-tweet
posted by the people you follow so if you were following a lot of people who were
Tweeting regularly you would miss out on a huge amount of Tweets unless you were
sat staring at your screen constantly.
Imagine that your followers were following hundreds or thousands of other people and
websites... your posts would soon disappear in the Twittersphere chatter. Meaning that
in reality, only a small proportion of your followers may see your Tweets.
With this is mind is important that you Tweet regularly and you re-tweet a lot of your
old content regularly too.
Another great thing about Twitter is that you can include clickable links in your tweets
meaning that you can link to anything and this includes affiliate links to... you guessed
it... SunFrog T-shirts.
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The small link seen in the image above starting with goo.gl is a special shortened
version of my affiliate link. You can shorten your long URLs without losing your affiliate
commissions. Google offer a link shortening service as do Bit.Ly and others.
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Instagram
Some of the social media networks will not lend themselves well to what you want to
do but people still use them. For example: Instagram is picture and video based but
you cannot link back to your posts unless you put the link in your bio or pay to promote
your posts.
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Instagram has a lot of people using it and so it it good for growing your brand. To get
people to your website you need to be a little creative. Notice the hashtags? Instagram
uses hashtags just like Twitter (and to a lesser degree Facebook) so adding relevant
hashtags can get you more free traffic.
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Pinterest
Pinterest is a great source of traffic. We get quite a lot of traffic from Pinterest.
Pinterest is a strange website, it isn't really a social media platform, it's more of a
scrapbook. A modern version of the old bookmarking site.
Instead of saving links for future reference Pinterest is image and video focused so you
save pictures and videos of things you like which link back to the article and/or website
they came from. This is excellent for articles which have a lot of images in them.
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Images and videos - including their links - are saved to boards. And the great thing
about Pinterest is that it allows users to follow the boards of other users. Other users
can save the images, videos and links you share. There are board owners who also
allow other users to share posts to their boards. These are called group boards and can
be a great source of traffic.

Many website owners share their own content onto Pinterest knowing that their
followers will save them to their own boards and often click through to the website.
When a user saves an image, video or link to their own boards their followers will then
see it which can start a viral wave of traffic to your website.
Website owners create very attention grabbing images along with their curious click
headlines to entice people to click through and read. When users like the content they
will pin them to their own boards for future reference.
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For many websites Pinterest traffic now outnumbers the traffic they get from Facebook.
In the screenshot below - which I took today while writing this chapter - you can see
that Pinterest has sent 661 visitors to one of my websites compared to Facebook which
has only sent 3. I have not done any sharing on either platform for quite a while. This
is organic historic traffic.

And from another website which I have been doing no sharing recently this was the
traffic stats. Pinterest is a big platform and probably one of the few you should focus
your attention on.
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YouTube
YouTube is great if you plan on creating videos but you cannot really do short videos of
your viral posts as it could be a lot of work for little return. Not individual posts anyway
but you could do some special videos to get people to check out your website. To
further build the brand.
YouTube has made a lot of money for many people, when videos go viral THEY GO
VIRAL! This in itself is a business model and one that I intend to add to the Streetwise
Academy at a later date.
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YouTube is owned by Google so if you join their Partner Programme you can earn
money from Google AdSense ads shown on and around your videos just like your
website meaning that you could earn more money.
Imagine that you had a video which was seen 13 million times and that for every
thousand views you earned money.
Not sure what can go viral on YouTube? Well have a look at the image below, Irish
comic outfit The Rubberbandits like to do unusual comedy sketches often wearing bags
on their heads... have a look at the amount of views some of their videos have notched
up!
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Tumblr
I have dabbled with Tumblr too but that is more of a micro blogging platform. It's kind of like a
blogging and social media network combined but it can be used to drive traffic to your website. Not
huge amounts, at least I haven’t experienced a lot from Tumblr.
Just Like Twitter, the content on Tumblr can be uncensored and so you might find yourself seeing
images, videos and opinions which you do not want to see.
Tumblr can be great for creating backlinks when working on SEO (Search Engine Optimisation) but I
wouldn't focus on it just yet. With luck - I say luck but luck is amplified by quality content - other
people will share your content across Tumblr for you.

Reddit
I am not a fan of Reddit and don’t personally use it but if other people share your posts
on Reddit you can get quite a spike in traffic. Reddit has a lot of users and it shouldn’t
be ignored. Try and get site visitors to share your posts on Reddit for you if you can.
If your content is really unique and interesting then the chances of it landing on a
thread in Reddit is high.
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My major recommendation is to focus on creating fantastic unique content and sharing
it across one or two main social media platforms. That content should find itself on
those other platforms. You can focus on the other platforms later once you have
mastered creating content and sharing it.

Selling Your Viral Website &/Or Building Websites To Sell For Profit
I am going to wrap this report up now and let you get on with watching the video
tutorials and begin to build your own profitable website but before you do let's quickly
discuss selling websites.

I think this is just important as all of the other information which you are learning in
this course.
Firstly, if you build your own viral website but for some strange unknown reason you
decide that you don't want to continue with it you can sell it. Not only have you learned
some new skills, made some money but you will have sold your site for a profit and
walked away covering the cost of this course. What have you lost? Nothing.
But it doesn't end there, once you have learned how to build WordPress websites you
can build them for profit. There are two ways that you can do that. You can build
websites for local offline businesses for a fee or you can build profitable niche and viral
websites and then sell them on dedicated website selling websites like Flippa.com.
For the offline businesses you can do one of many things, you can put an advert in the
local papers, offer services over Facebook joining local community groups, offer to do it
for friends who are starting or have opened up businesses or contact small local
businesses who do not have a website.
The other thing you can do is flip websites. Like a property developer who either builds
new houses or buys houses to do up then sell for a profit a web flipper builds websites
then sells them on for a profit.
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There are people doing this as their main source of income. In the screenshots above
and below are a few websites which have been sold recently.

There is a video in the video tutorial section with more examples of websites which
have sold for a nice profit and you can watch that here: Building Websites To Sell
For Profit
As well as knowing how to build websites, create viral content and drive traffic back to
your sites it is also vital that you create the right mindset and habits to aid success. I
recommend that you regularly watch the video and read the content on the
page Building A Success Mindset.
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A Few Final Words Before You Start Watching The Videos
You might be wondering...

Is This Stuff Hard Work?
No it's not, far from it.
Fitting heavy fire doors on your own is hard work.
Carrying a lot of tools and materials up and down flights of stairs before starting a day's
graft is hard work.

Getting up at 6:15 am to go to a job you don't like in a noisy dirty factory is hard work.
Dealing with customers face to face on a daily basis is hard work.
Being on your feet lifting and carrying stuff all day is hard work.
Travelling miles often in busy traffic to go to a job you dislike is hard work.
Everything you are taught in this course can be done on a laptop in the comfort of your
own home and in front of the TV if you wished. I wouldn't recommend it but you can, I
have often written articles, tinkered with my sites or messed around with T-shirt
placements while sat on the sofa watching TV.
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I recommend that - at the start at least - you find a quite room and work in there free
from all distractions while you are getting used to doing this kind of work. Two hours of
solid distraction free work is far better than say four or five hours of interrupted effort.
There is nothing hard here, nothing at all.
What there is, is a lot of NEW INFORMATION and NEW SKILLS to learn which is
always daunting. That is all. But like all things, it may take time to learn them, there
will be issues with confidence at first but you will eventually master these new skills
and become a proficient website builder and content creator.
You just need to cultivate patience and persistence while you learn these new skills.
Too many people give up too soon expecting to see results real fast yet had they
carried on they could have received results that they would not have imagined.
It is pretty easy for people to be successful because it is agreed by many that success
comes from persistence. If some of the world’s biggest names had not persisted when
they failed the world would be a different place. Imagine a world without the Beatles,
Harry Potter or the author James Patterson.
These people were rejected and failed many times:
James Patterson: W
 ho has sold over 300 million books had all of his short stories
rejected, his first novel was turned down by 31 publishing houses but when it was
eventually published it went on to win an award for the best new novel of that year. He
is now a multimillionaire author who publishes dozens of new books each year.
JK Rowling: Was turned down by 8 publishing houses when she sent them the
manuscript for Harry Potter, eventually one accepted it and published the book. Now
look at her and the popularity of the Harry Potter franchise. She too is a
multimillionaire and publishes other popular stories under a different pen name.
The Beatles: Were turned down by Decca Records executive Dick Rowe believing
‘guitar groups are on the way out’ saying that they were an ‘ old sound’ and basically
would not amount to anything… Who has not heard of the Beatles or a Beatles song?
“If you do it right 51 percent of the time you will end up a hero.” – Alfred P. Sloan
long-time President, chairman and CEO of General Motors Corporation, Born May 23,
1875.
What the saying above means is that success is 49% failing. A Premiership striker has a
very low goal rate compared to the amount of times they kick the ball towards the goal
yet they are paid millions.
You can fail more than 10 times and still succeed... if you keep at it, most people would
have given up after 10 attempts but in reality you can fail 49 times and still become a
success, you should not give up until you have tried enough times.
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So keep at it, keep working, keep posting new content, keep sharing posts and build a
brilliant website and then you are more likely to succeed rather than if you gave up as
soon as the going got tough.
Now, onto the videos. :-)
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